Computational Study of Anatomical Risk Factors in Idealized Models of Type B Aortic Dissection.
Several risk factors have been identified in type B aortic dissection (TBAD), namely tear size, location, patency and number, and false lumen (FL) location. However, the individual impact of each of these factors is poorly understood. The impact of these factors was investigated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Fourteen idealized models of chronic TBAD were created of different shapes (straight vs. curved vessels), different number of proximal and distal tears, tear size (4, 10, and 20 mm diameter) and shape (circular or elliptical), FL location (inner or outer arch), treated (stented), and untreated. All models had identical length, relative size of true lumen (TL) and FL, and inlet (flow) and outlet (pressure) boundary conditions. Using validated CFD tools, inlet mean pressure (MP), pulse pressure (PP), TL and FL pressures, velocities, and flows were computed for each model. AD increased PP and MP relative to undissected aorta. Curvature did not change pressure and flow ratio between TL and FL. Inner curvature FL showed slightly larger pressures and tear velocities. Larger tears decreased hemodynamic differences between TL and FL. The combination of proximal and distal tear size determines the overall hemodynamics: larger proximal tears increased FL PP by up to 76%. Conversely, larger distal tears decreased FL PP and MP. Large proximal and distal tears decreased tear velocity (by up to 65%) and increased FL flow (up to 12 times). Proximal tear stenting resulted in a 54% reduction of PP. Conversely, distal occlusion tear increased FL PP and MP by 144% and 7%, respectively. Unfavorable hemodynamic conditions such as larger FL pressure occur when distal tear is small or absent, proximal tears are large, and FL is at the inner curvature, in agreement with previous clinical studies. CFD analysis is a powerful tool to understand the interplay between anatomy and hemodynamics in TBAD.